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A new stress-strain approach for tunnel face stability
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ABSTRACT: Tunnel construction processes more and more frequently involve full-face excavations.Therefore
engineers have to analyze the tunnel face stability, and to design adequate reinforcements (like fibreglass bolts).
This paper describes a new analytical stress-strain approach, called “Extrusion” (developed by ENTPE) and
based on a spherical principle, enabling to quickly estimate face extrusion (face displacement), with or without
bolts reinforcement, or confining pressure (TBM). This method can be used to estimate a tunnel face safety
factor, and thus to easily design a face reinforcement (bolts spacing, etc).

1 INTRODUCTION

Current design methods for face stability include:

– Either failure approaches: from empirical
approaches developed by Broms et al. (1967)
until more recent methods based on limit analy-
sis (Leca & Dormieux, 1990). The aim of these
methods is the calculation of a “global face safety
factor” possibly taking into account reinforcement
or confinement. But these various methods may
be difficult to apply, and the engineer sometimes
gets lost when reaching very different results with
each of these methods. Moreover, they don’t pro-
vide any result in terms of displacements. Finally,
we don’t have enough experience yet to correlate
the value of the face safety factor with acceptable
values of strains, as is the case in the field of slope
stability.

– Or numerical methods, such as finite element cal-
culations, which allow stress-strain analyses. How-
ever, these methods often require three dimensional
calculations to accurately model the tunnel face
behaviour, which is very different from a plane
strain behaviour. In spite of the development of
computers, such 3D calculations are still difficult
to perform in current practice, especially when
reinforcement by axial bolts should be considered:
taking into account the linear inclusions leads to
very heavy models.

With the development of full-face excavations, we now
need more efficient tools allowing to quickly evaluate
strains ahead of the tunnel face:

– to better understand mechanisms, especially when
using face fibreglass reinforcements (now a fre-
quently used technique),

– to better evaluate the influence of face displace-
ments on surface settlements,

– and finally to prepare forecasts which can be used
as a basis for site measurements, thus becoming a
help for decisions in the frame of the observational
method.

which means an analytical tool for stress-strain calcu-
lations, that could be compared to the convergence-
confinement method developed by Panet (1995) for
lateral support design, and which has been used for
many years.

Wong et al. (1999a) developed such an analytical
method, based on a number of simplifying assump-
tions, allowing a stress-strain analysis with the addi-
tional possibility to take into account a face pressure or
face bolts.This method, which we will call “Extrusion”
in this paper was integrated in the TunRen program.
It provides an easy-to-use tool to analyse the stabil-
ity and strains of the tunnel face, with or without face
reinforcements or face confinement.
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This article, after a presentation of the method, aims
at illustrating:

– Validation of the “Extrusion” method, based on
comparisons with FE calculations and with results
of full-scale monitoring of a few cases where
measurements were available.

– A new approach, based on the “Extrusion” method,
to estimate a face safety factor.

2 THE BASIS OF THE “EXTRUSION”
CALCULATION METHOD

As for the convergence-confinement method, several
simplifying assumptions are necessary to develop the
analytical formulations of the “Extrusion” model:

– circular tunnel, corresponding to the assumption of
spherical symmetry,

– infinite, homogeneous and isotropic medium,
which implies relatively deep tunnels in homoge-
neous soils,

– uniform initial stress distribution, i.e. the stress
gradient can be neglected on the face height.

It should be noted that these assumptions are the
same as those used in axisymmetric finite element
models (in a more or less implicit way). The other
specific assumptions will now be detailed.

2.1 Spherical symmetry of the stress-strain field

The area around the tunnel face is assumed to be a
“spherical cavity” (Fig. 1). Stresses and strains are
assumed to be the same in all directions and to be repre-
sentative of the tunnel axial direction. One single value
of the extrusion (i.e. the radial displacement of the cav-
ity walls) is calculated, whereas, with a plane tunnel
face, the real deformation leads to a convexity of the
face, i.e. to a stronger extrusion in the center than on

Figure 1. Spherical model.

the edge. We will see in chapter 3 the relations between
the extrusion calculated by the “Extrusion” model
and that obtained in an axisymmetric FE calculation.

2.2 “Deconfinement” method

We consider a spherical cavity around which an inter-
nal pressure P is applied. This pressure decreases from
geostatic pressure σ0 down to 0.

– if one considers point A very far away from the
tunnel face, the stress state is not yet disturbed by
the tunnel excavation, and the strains are zero;

– when the tunnel face approaches point B, the radial
stress decreases and radial displacement is not zero
anymore: this state can be considered equivalent to
that of a point on the edge of a cavity in which a pres-
sure σ0(1 − λ) is applied, where λ varies from 0 to 1;

– for λ = 1, the pressure inside the cavity is zero: this
state corresponds to point C (located on the tunnel
face); the value of the radial displacement is then
the extrusion value.

Note: when using shield tunnelling with a face pres-
sure pf , the extrusion value is calculated for a partial
deconfinement λf defined with σ0(1 − λf ) = pf .

Figure 2 shows the distribution of radial and tan-
gential stresses σr and σt calculated by the “Extrusion”
model in the case of a tunnel of 5 m radius, for an ini-
tial stress σ0 = 1 MPa, and using the Tresca criterion
with cu = 0.5 MPa. It appears clearly that the stresses
variations due to the tunnel face do not extend beyond
10 to 15 m, i.e. approximately one tunnel diameter.

2.3 Soil behaviour

The model was developed with an elastoplastic soil
behaviour. The face behaviour is an instantaneous
problem, its analysis thus using “short term” con-
ditions. Depending on soil properties, the plasticity
criterion can be either a Tresca criterion (in fine soils),
characterized by cohesion cu with ϕu = 0, or a Mohr-
Coulomb criterion (c and ϕ) in coarse-grained soils.

When deconfining the cavity, the stress deviator
increases, until reaching the failure criterion for a

Figure 2. Stresses distribution in the final state (λ = 1).
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given value of λ. Around the cavity, a zone in limit
equilibrium is created (Fig. 1). This behaviour is illus-
trated on Figure 3 which shows the variation of radial
displacement according to the deconfinement ratio
(tunnel with a radius of 6 m, a depth of 100 m and
with a soil modulus E = 300 MPa), for various values
of soil cohesion (the friction angle ϕ remains equal
to 30◦):

– for a cohesion c = 1.5 MPa, the soil behaviour
remains elastic;

– when c decreases, the curves remain superposed
for λ < 0.4 (elastic range), and the plastic range
is reached for higher deconfinements; the final

Figure 3. Effect of the cohesion on the extrusion (without
bolts).

Figure 4. Effect of the bolts on the extrusion for c =

0.5 MPa.

Figure 5. Effect of the cohesion on the traction in the bolts.

extrusion value varies very largely: uf = 50 mm for
c = 1 MPa and uf = 155 mm for c = 0.5 MPa.

2.4 Face bolts

Face reinforcement bolts are taken into account by the
homogeneisation method, according to the principles
described by Greuell (1993) for the radial reinforce-
ment of tunnels, then adapted by Jassionnesse et al.
(1998) for axial bolts. Bolts are supposed to have an
infinite length; they are modelled with an elastoplastic
behaviour and a perfect soil/bolt adherence. Calcula-
tions allow to estimate the traction in the bolts, which
is maximal at tunnel face.

We examined the influence of bolts on face extru-
sion for the same case as described for Figure 3:

– in the case c = 0.5 MPa (Fig. 4), where the soil is
strongly plastified, bolts reduce extrusion signifi-
cantly;

– for a cohesion of 1.5 MPa, the soil behaviour
remains elastic and the bolts have only a negligible
influence on extrusion.

Figure 5 shows the tractions mobilized in the bolts
for various values of cohesion: the strong plastification
observed in the case c = 0.5 MPa leads to a mobiliza-
tion of the limit force in the bolts T = 830 kN, while
with a strong cohesion the traction in the bolts does
not exceed 400 kN.

3 VALIDATION OF THE “EXTRUSION”
MODEL

It was necessary to compare the results provided by the
“Extrusion” analytical model with other approaches.
Few experimental cases can be refered to (chapter 3.3),
so we lead an important parametric study comparing
“Extrusion” results with finite element models using
PLAXIS software:

– most FE calculations were carried out on axisym-
metric models (chapter 3.1), but a few calculations
were run on true 3D models (chapter 3.2),

– extrusion values uf provided by the “Extrusion”
model are compared with the maximum extrusion
values on tunnel face calculated with the FE mod-
els (maximum extrusion value is reached on the
axis). Indeed, the extrusion on the tunnel face result-
ing from a FE calculation shows a convex shape as
presented on Figure 6.

3.1 Validation with 2D numerical models

Taking into account bolts in 2D FE calculations
raises a specific problem. A very complete study
was undertaken by Dias (1999) which proposes two
approaches to take into account the effect of bolts.
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Figure 6. Face extrusion.

3.1.1 The application of an “equivalent
face pressure pf”

This pressure is calculated from the bolts strength
properties and from the soil/bolts friction by
Equation 1:

with:

n total number of bolts on the face,
Ab section of a bolt,
σb maximum traction stress in a bolt,
S section of the tunnel face,
τmax maximum shear stress at soil/bolt interface,
Sl total soil/bolt interface surface.

But this method does not enable to take into account
the real behaviour of the bolts, because bolts are con-
sidered with limit strength properties.

Dias (1999) showed that satisfactory results are
reached provided face pressure pf is calculated from
really mobilized traction values in the bolts (calculated
in his examples with a 3D FE model).

The “Extrusion” model is a very simple tool to
evaluate this traction Tb in the bolts. We will evalu-
ate pressure pf to be used in finite element models
from traction Tb calculated by the “Extrusion” model
and by applying Equation 2:

Then we will compare the extrusion values reached on
the one hand with axisymmetric FE models, and on
the other hand with the “Extrusion” model.

3.1.2 The definition of an “area with
reinforced cohesion”

The soil cohesion in the zone that is reinforced by bolts
is increased to take into account the bolts according to
Equation 3:

Figure 7. Comparison of results for the Toulon tunnel.

With:

c soil cohesion
ϕ soil friction angle
�σ3 increment of minor stress due to bolts:

The same limitation as described above about the trac-
tion estimation in bolts is valid: traction is either eval-
uated from strength properties, or from a calculation
of the really mobilized traction. In our calculations, Tb

was estimated with the “Extrusion” model.
Both these methods were applied to two projects

where face bolts were used on a large scale: the under-
ground motorway in the city ofToulon (France) and the
Tartaiguille tunnel on the new high speed South-east
railway line (France).

3.1.3 Toulon tunnel
Geometric and material properties are the following:

– Radius R = 5.8 m; depth = 35 m, σ0 = 0.8 MPa;
– Average geotechnical soil behaviour (Mohr-

Coulomb):γ = 22 kN/m3, E = 300 MPa, c = 50 kPa,
ϕ = 20◦ and ψ = 0◦.

Results are presented on Figure 7. Extrusion is
plotted vs bolts density (number of bolts at tunnel
face) for the “Extrusion” model and the axisymmetric
FE models with both methods mentioned herebefore
(equivalent face pressure and reinforced cohesion).

These methods all give the same results for a num-
ber of bolts varying from 0 (no face reinforcement)
to 100 bolts: extrusion decreases from 45 to approxi-
mately 20 mm. Beyond 100 bolts, there are almost no
extrusion variations anymore, and the method based on
reinforced cohesion with finite element calculations
gives diverging results compared to other methods.

3.1.4 Tartaiguille tunnel
The characteristics used at the time of the design of
the Tartaiguille tunnel are the following:

– Radius R = 7.4 m; depth = 100 m, σ0 = 2.3 MPa;
– Average geotechnical soil behaviour (Tresca), with

γ = 22 kN/m3, E = 400 MPa, cu = 1.2 MPa.
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Figure 8. Comparison of results for the Tartaiguille tunnel.

Figure 8 presents the results calculated with both
methods: in this case, bolts density has little influence
on extrusion values, and the comparison between the
various methods shows differences.

3.1.5 Conclusion
Many other comparisons could be made, by chang-
ing in a large range the model geometry, geotechni-
cal parameters and face reinforcements. Differences
between these various methods:

– generally don’t exceed 10 to 15% when the soil is
modelled using the Mohr-Coulomb criterion (angle
of friction ϕ different from zero)

– can reach up to 50% when the soil is modelled using
the Tresca criterion (friction angle ϕ equal to zero),
and in the case of small stresses (N = σ0/cu < 3)
i.e. when the behaviour is far from failure with-
out reinforcement. When approaching failure on
the tunnel face (N = σ0/cu > 3), both methods
give more similar results (discrepancies lower
than 20%).

Moreover, the global face behaviour is well repro-
duced in all cases when changing the reinforcement
density (number of bolts). More specifically, the bend
of the curves (Fig. 7), which determines the bolts den-
sity necessary to obtain small values of extrusion, are
similar with all approaches.

3.2 Validation with 3D numerical models

The previous comparisons between the “Extrusion”
model results and the axisymmetric FE calculations,
which prove to be satisfactory, are nevertheless based
on a strong assumption, consisting in using bolts trac-
tions calculated with the “Extrusion” model in the FE
calculations. It appeared necessary to compare both
methods by a direct approach, leading 3D FE calcula-
tions in which the tractions in bolts are not based on
a preliminary assumption, but result directly from FE
stress-strain calculations.

A true three-dimensional calculation had to be built,
in which bolts were modelled using their resistance

Figure 9. Comparison between the Extrusion model and 3D
FE calculations for the Toulon tunnel.

Figure 10. Tartaiguille tunnel: experimental and theoretical
extrusions.

and their stiffness. The PLAXIS 3D Tunnel program
does not allow the direct realistic modeling of bolts.
So we simulated them using “geogrid” elements, with
properties equivalent to those of the bolts, in terms of
resistance and stiffness as well as in terms of pull-out
resistance.

Figure 9 again plots the extrusion vs bolts density,
and shows the comparison between the results pro-
vided by both types of models, in the case of theToulon
tunnel (chapter 3.1.3): the correspondence is excellent.

3.3 Validation with site measurements

The Tartaiguille tunnel was highly monitored. Regular
measurements of the tunnel face extrusion were car-
ried out and plotted vs the tunnel advancement (mea-
sured by extensometers). Wong et al. (1999b) analysed
these experimental results and compared them with
values resulting from the “Extrusion” model.

Figure 10 shows the evolution of extrusion depend-
ing on the distance to tunnel face. The theoretical
values were calculated based on geotechnical assump-
tions as described in chapter 3.1.4: the agreement is
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completely satisfactory: maximum extrusion value,
extrusion evolution as a function of distance to tun-
nel face. Displacements become negligible beyond a
distance of 15 m, i.e. about a tunnel diameter.

Site measurements from the Toulon tunnel are more
difficult to analyse, which is partly due to problems
while installing the extrusometers.

However, the measured extrusions were generally
about 20 to 30 mm, which is consistent with the results
presented on Figure 9 for a density of approximately
50 bolts on tunnel face.

4 EVALUATION OF FACE SAFETY FACTOR

Usual approaches of tunnel face analysis are still
often based on the “safety factor” idea. We devel-
oped a procedure allowing an estimation of such a
safety factor with the “Extrusion” model. This method
is based on the comment that the evolution of face
extrusion when decreasing the soil resistance takes a
very characteristic shape (all other parameters being
unchanged). Figure 11 shows the variation of extrusion
uf depending on the stability coefficient N = σ0/cu .

The case used is a tunnel without face reinforcement
with R = 5 m and σ0 = 2.4 MPa, purely cohesive soil
with cu = 0.3 to 2.4 MPa, N = 1 to 8). We chose based
on experience the elastic modulus E to be proportional
to cohesion: E = 100 – 200 – 500 cu .

– For strong values of cohesion cu , i.e. when N does
not exceed 4, extrusion is small and varies little with
cohesion: the soil behaviour remains in a “pseudo-
elastic” state;

– For low values of cohesion, i.e. when N exceeds 5 or
6, extrusion strongly increases, and finally reaches
very high values of several meters, which corre-
spond to more than 10% of the tunnel radius: this
is the plastic range.

Thus our idea consists in gradually reducing the soil
shear strength with a factor F applied to c and tan ϕ,
and to observe the evolution of extrusion according
to F (this is similar to the “c-ϕ reduction” procedure
proposed in some FE packages).

Next step consisted in defining a conventional
extrusion value corresponding to the bend in the
curves (chapter 3.1.5). To do that, we compared the
results obtained by the “Extrusion” model to the usual
approach based on the stability coefficient N for a
purely cohesive medium: instability is considered to
happen for N > 5 or 6 (Broms et al., 1967).

This comparison resulted in considering that failure
happened for relative “Extrusion” values uf /R equal to
a few %. It was then decided in the Tunren program
to propose two conventional values for the face safety
factor F: F1 for uf /R = 2.5% and F2 for uf /R = 5%

Figure 11. Evolution of extrusion with N.

Figure 12. Design example of face bolts in cohesive ground.

This procedure can be applied to the evaluation of
the safety factor either without face reinforcement, or
with a face pressure, or with bolts.

Figure 12 presents an example of bolts design. It
shows extrusion uf vs bolts density 0 db (varying from
0 to 3 u/m2). If we focus on the uf /R criterion at
2.5%, the face safety factor is smaller than 1.0 with-
out bolts and reaches 1.5 for db = 1.3 u/m2. However,
bolts reach their limit resistance as long as db is lower
than 2 u/m2. A valid design consists in choosing a den-
sity of approximately 2.5 to 3 u/m2, depending on the
desired safety margin. Extrusion is then about 80 to
90 mm.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The development of the full section tunnel construc-
tion method, sometimes in loose soils at small depths,
and sometimes with very high tunnel faces, leads
design engineers to analyse tunnel face behaviour, and
often to consider its reinforcement (with fibreglass
bolts for example).

The existing approaches focus on the stability anal-
yses, but hardly allow an evaluation of the face defor-
mations. Numerical methods enable stress-strain cal-
culations, but taking into account the reinforcements
leads to very heavy models that are still difficult to use
in current practice.

This is why we propose an analytical stress-
strain approach, based on the principle of spherical
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symmetry, which allows to evaluate tunnel face extru-
sion, with or without bolts and face pressure. This
approach is completely similar to the convergence-
confinement method used to design lateral support.
Its simplifying assumptions are not questioned when
trying to estimate displacements and to design the
supporting structure that should be considered.

After presenting the principles and basic assump-
tions of the method, developed by Wong et al. (1999a),
we illustrated the validation of the model based on
comparisons with 2D and 3D FE models and with
site measurements. We also developed a method to
estimate a safety factor for face stability.

We hope that this method will bring a complement
to the existing methods for tunnel face analysis, and
that it will provide a help to the engineer “faced” with
these problems.
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